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Iceland s
́ annual
design festival
– DesignMarch

DesignMarch brings together participants
and guests with progressive design and
innovation. The festival heralds new and
surprising approaches and is a vibrant
platform for ideas, diverse perspectives and
knowledge driving force that enriches and
enhances society.
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DesignMarch gives inspiration and
enjoyment with the aim to share the
exhibitions, participants and their content to
a broader audience, both in Iceland and
abroad, in collaboration with other
stakeholders, such as Promote Iceland.
From the beginning in 2009 DesignMarch is
a harbinger of optimism and creativity. The
festival takes the opportunity to focus on
design as a driving force for innovation, and
demonstrate the important role of design,
architecture and innovation in society,
especially during this time of uncertainty the
world is facing now.
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From fashion to furniture, architecture to the
environment, food to product design, digital
design to innovation, the festival showcases
the best of the local design scene alongside
exciting international names.

DesignTalks signature event
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of DesignMarch

The international conference DesignTalks is
the signature event of DesignMarch and
takes place in Harpa, conference and concert
hall. It illustrates the spectrum of design and
architecture, its relevance, power, potential
and responsibility in today’s society. A day
full of inspiration where outstanding
designers, architects and creative thought
leaders will discuss the ever-changing role of
design in times of transformation against
colossal global challenges.
Other exciting official event on the festival
program is DesignDiplomacy, which is open
to everyone, where foreign ambassadors
invite designers from their home countries to
pair with Icelandic creatives over a common
theme. They organize a series of intimate
discussions at their residences, offering
guests to meet the designers.
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DesignMarch 2020
Taking place in March every year the 2020
edition of the festival was an usual one due
to the global pandemic BUT in June in
ACTUALLY happened! DesignMarch 2020
took place for the 12th time in Reykjavik from
24-28 June, transforming the northernmost
capital of the world into one big venue for
design with over 100 shows and over 80
exhibitors.
The theme of this year’s festival was New
World - New Ways. Little did festival
organizers know what challenges they would
face.
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“We believe that the conversations we had
about how we could proceed collectively,
and bring light and positivity during these
challenging times, enabled all of us to work
together and organize a more local, yet very
successful festival. Even though Iceland has
been successful in tackling the challenges
associated with Covid-19, we had to adapt
to a new format.”
Þórey Einarsdóttir, festival director
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The festival decided to put additional
emphasis on creating digital content and
documenting the festival. The team
experimented with a new concept called
STUDIO 2020, a platform for varied forms of
interviews, giving insights into the Icelandic
design scene and current local conversations.
Festival events were spread all over the
greater Reykjavik capital area, and large
events, such as DesignTalks, opening and
closing ceremonies, and Design Diplomacy,
were postponed until 2021. At the same
time, there was a more local focus and it was
inspiring to see how many local people
attended DesignMarch in June.
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Despite the unusual circumstances, there
was no lack of creativity. A common thread
throughout the festival was emphasis on
sustainability, and the reuse and repurposing
of materials.

Þórey Einarsdóttir
Festival Director
thorey@honnunarmars.is
Álfrún Pálsdóttir
PR and Communication manager
alfrun@honnunarmidstod.is

DesignMarch 2021
...is happening - scheduled from the 19th 23rd of May. With a dash of optimism and a
whole lot of creativity we are looking forward
to have yet another successful design festival
and to bring much needed inspiration in
unusual times!

